DaisAlert C100

DaisAlert
Contents:

DaisAlert C100 unit. Attachable black antenna.
Two wall mount screws. Triad electrical plug.
Wall mount template.

Step 1:

Attach the antenna to the brass threads on the C100.
Do not over tighten.

Step 2:

Select an unobstructed location to install the C100.
Installation may be on a vertical or horizontal
surface. Use the template for mounting screw
location.

Step 3:

Before mounting the C100, turn the unit on by
accessing the recessed switch on the back of the C100.
Note the Cellular Status light. If it is not blinking red
there is insufficient cellular signal at that location.
Move the C100 until the Cellular Status light starts to
blink.

Step 4:

Mount the C100 and plug in the electrical supply.

Step 5:

You have two choices for receiving alerts on your
cell phone. (over)

QUICK START GUIDE
Choice 1:

Use Twitter. Built into the C100 is the ability
to use the social networking tool Twitter to
deliver the alert to your cell phone and others if
you choose. You do not have to have an agreement
with Twitter. Simply send the text message
– Follow DAxxxxxxxxxx – to 40404 where
xxxxxxxxxx is the cell number on the C100. You
will receive a confirmation message from Twitter
in only a few minutes. Other cell phones can be
included in the C100 alert by sending the same
message from each cell phone.

Choice 2:

Use text messaging only. The C100 can be
programmed to send alerts to up to four cell phones.
Simply text – Add text xxxxxxxxxx – to the cell
phone number on the C100 where xxxxxxxxxx
is the cell phone number to receive the alert.
Wait until you receive a confirmation text before
adding another number.
That’s it! Approximately 60 minutes after you
receive a confirmation text you will receive a
status text from the C100.
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